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Abstract
Programmed cooling experiments with compositions in the system MgO-SiOz ranging
from 59 wt.VoSiO2(with olivine on the liquidus) to 63 wt.VoSiO2(with protoenstatiteon the
liquidus) cooled at rates of from 0.4 to 2s'lmin crystallize forsterite but not pyroxene.
Becausepyroxenedoesnot nucleate,the forsteriteplus melt reactiondoesnot take place,
allowingforsteriteto crystallizemetastablyat sub-solidustemperatures.A 65.1 wt.VoSiO2
composition (with cristobalite on the liquidus) crystallizes a number of different phases
dependingon coolingrate and initial superheating.
The easeofforsteritenucleationrelative
to pyroxene offers an explanation for the occurrenceofolivine insteadof low-Ca pyroxene
in the groundmassof tholeiitic basalts and is in agreementwith theoretical prediction and
previousexperiments.
Introduction
Peritectic reactions between coexisting crystals and
melt, which in equilibrium produce a new crystalline
phaseat the expenseof the preexisting crystalline phase
and melt, are common in magmasof many compositions
(see,for instance,the text by Carmichaelet al., 1974).
The most important peritectic reaction in magmas of
basaltic composition is the reaction of magnesium rich
olivine and melt to produce low-calcium pyroxene (orthopyroxeneor pigeonite).Although a great deal is known
about the equilibrium relationshipsofthis reaction in both
synthetic and natural compositions, little is known about
the kinetics of this or any other peritectic reaction.
The purpose of this paper is to present the results of a
set of programmed cooling experiments done with compositionsin the systemMgO-SiO2,which is the simplest
system exhibiting the olivine plus melt reaction relationship. These experiments indicate that for our experimental configuration, cooling rates of from 0.4 to 25'Clmin,
and initial superheatsof l0oC, pyroxene does not nucleate. Becauseof this, the forsterite plus melt reaction does
not take place, and forsterite crystallizes at sub-solidus
temperatures.Indeed, pyroxene never nucleatesin any
composition on the MgO side of the protoenstatitecristobalite eutectic, forsterite appearing metastabily instead. At high cooling rates and high initial superheats
forsterite even appearsfor a composition slightly on the
silica of the eutectic.

Previous work

Basaltsare often classifiedmineralogically as tholeiitic
if they contain crystals of low-calcium pyroxene either as
phenocrystsor in the groundmass.Such basalts often
contain phenocrystsof olivine, which may be rounded.
Many other basalts are orthopyroxene normative but do
not contain any low-calcium pyroxene, even in the
groundmass.Instead, the low-calcium ferromagnesian
phenocryst and groundmassphase is olivine. Most of
thesebasaltswithout low-calcium pyroxene occur as thin
subaerial flows or submarine pillow or sheet flows. Examples include the subaerialflows from Suiko Seamount
in the Hawaiian-Emperor chain and most mid-oceanridge
pillow basalts (Bryan, 1972;Kirkpatrick, 1979; Kirkpar
rj,cket a|.,1980).Thicker, more slowly cooledbodiesand
phase equilibrium experiments using similar compositions, however, do produce low-calcium pyroxene
(Wrieht et al., 1976;Walker et al., 1979).The experiments reported here were designed to determine if and
under what conditions finite cooling rates can suppress
the olivine plus melt reactionin a simple system.
The l-atmospherephase equilibrium relationshipsin
the systemMgO-SiO2have been determinedby Bowen
and Anderson(1914)and Greie0927). Figure I showsthe
forsterite to silica portion of the phase diagram and the
metastableextensionsof some of the phaseboundaries.
Figure 2 is a blow-up of the central portion of the diagram
showingthe compositionsused in this study. Our undercoolingsare reported relative to the liquidus temperatures
of this diagram.Examination of the original data indicates
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nucleation and suppressionof pyroxene nucleation also
occur in compositionsclose to a metasilicatecomposition
2 Liq
for which the liquidus phase is olivine rather than a
pyroxene.
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exhibit the olivine plus melt reaction in equilibrium, do
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sepp, 1978;Grove and Bence, 1979;Lofgreneta1.,1979).
In some experiments with the Apollo 15 suite at cooling
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rates greater than 10"/hr., however, euhedral olivines are
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retained, and olivine and pyroxene apparently crystallize
Fig. l. Phasediagramfor the forsterite-silicaportionof the
together.
extensions(dashed)
systemMgG-SiO2showingthe metastable
Programmed cooling experiments with the Stannern
of the forsterite and cristobaliteliquidi. After Bowen and
eucritic meteorite composition co-crystallize olivine and
Anderson(1914)and Greig(1927).
pigeoniteat cooling rates offrom 5 to 1000'C/hr.,even
though this composition is very nearly at the peritectic
cooling experimentsdone with syntheticpyroxene comand does not crystallize olivine in equilibrium experipositionsand with basaltcompositionswhich exhibit the
ments (Walker et al., 1978).In these experimentsthe
reactionrelationships.
olivine crystallizes at temperatures below its mestable
hogrammed experiments with a synthetic melt of
liquidus, and cannot react with the liquid, even though
diopside composition first crystallize metastableforsterpigeoniteis crystallizing.
ite and then a diopsidic clinopyroxeneat under-coolings
Experimental procedures
ofbetween 180'and240"(Kirkpatd.cket al., l98l). The latmosphereequilibrium liquidus phasefor this composiThe glass starting materials used in the experiments
tion is a high-calcium clinopyroxene, and the forsterite
reported here were preparedfrom reagentgradeMgO and
only crystallizes when the temperature falls below the
pure SiO2powder. The glasseswere fused three
99.999Vo
metastableforsterite liquidus. One of the objectives of the
times in a platinum crucible at temperatures about 50'
present study was to determine if metastable olivine
above the liquidus for ohe hour and ground in an agate
mortar and pestle between fusions. Table I lists the
compositions used and their liquidus temperatures and
phases. These compositions range from 59 wt.To SiO2,
MgO-SiOz
which hasforsteriteon the liquidus,to65.lVoSiO2,which
has cristobaliteon the liquidus.
The glass compositions were analyzed using a JEoL
model 50A electron microprobe with a Tracor-Northern
160
4000 automation system, using energy dispersive meth()
ods. The beam current was 0.15 nA, the accelerating
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absorptioncorrections were made with the program ZAF.
Becauseall the analysesare within the analytical precision of the nominal compositions, we will continue to
refer to them by the nominal wt.Vo SiOz.
The programmed runs for all compositions except
65.1%SiO2weremade by placing about lfi) mg of glassin
a Pt foil boat suspendedin the furnace on a pt wire,
heating the sample for 30 minutes at a temperature 10"
above the liquidus, and cooling it at a constant rate to the
desired quench temperature. Some sampleswere cooled
to a low temperature (about 500"C); others were
quenchedat relatively small undercoolings. The furnace
was a Deltech MoSi2 model 31 with a Eurotherm model
990 SCR controller and a Eurotherm linear temperature
programmer.Run products were examinedin thin section
and by X-ray powder diffraction. Phaseswere identified
by X-ray using the AsrM tables.
Runs with the 65.1% SiO2compositionwere made in
the same manner except that they were heated for 30
minutes at temperatures4o, 20o, and,72oabove the liquidus before being cooled to about 500'C and quenched.
Results
Phases present
From the standpoint of the olivine plus melt reaction
relationship, the most important result of these experiments is that for cooling rates ranging from 0.4 to Z5"Cl
min the reaction does not take place in any composition
examined. In fact, no pyroxene forms in any experiment
with any composition on the MgO side of the cristobaliteprotoenstatiteeutectic.Thesecompositionsincludethose
with protoenstatiteon the liquidus (which for the equilibrium caseend crystallization at the eutectic) andthe 59%o
SiO2composition,with olivine on the liquidus(which for
the equilibrium case shows the reaction relationship and
ends crystallization at the forsterite-protoenstatite peritectic). Very weak tridymite peaks also appear in the Xray patterns of a few runs with these compositions.
although tridymite cannot be identified in thin secrion.
The final assemblagefor these compositions,then, is
forsterite, glass (which can be identified in thin section),
and possibly tridymite.
The behavior of the 65.lVo SiO2 composition (located
just on the silica side of the protoenstatite plus cristobalite eutectic) is more complicated. When held at just
abovethe liquidus(4'superheating,by our measurement)
for 30 minutes and cooled at a rate of 7./min it crystallizes
protoenstatite and both cristobalite and tridymite. When
held 20" above the liquidus for 30 minutes and cooled it
crystallizes clinoenstatite (presumably inverted protoenstatite), cristobalite, and tridymite at a cooling rate of
0.4"/min; protoenstatite, cristobalite, and tridymite at
cooling rates of 3, 7, and 14"/min; and forsterite and
apparentlyonly cristobalite at 25./min. When cooled from
72" abovethe liquidus at7'lminit producesonly forsterite
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and cristobalite. The presence of both cristobalite and
tridymite in these runs seemsto indicate that crystallization occurs both above and below 1470"C,which is the
inversion temperature, although little is known about the
metastablecrystallization of the silica polymorphs.
Becauseof our interest in the kinetics of the peritectic
reaction, we have looked in more detail at the crystallization sequencesof the compositions with 59% SiOz (with
olivine on the liquidus) and 6l% SiO2(essentiallyat the
peritectic). These experiments show that forsterite does
not begin crystallizing until the temperatureis considerably below the liquidus. Figures 3 and 4 show the temperatures of olivine appearancefor cooling rates offrom 0.4 to
25'Clmin for these two compositions. For the 59% SiO2
composition the highest temperature of olivine appearanceis 1533',an undercoolingof64". This temperatureis
24" below the solidus and well within the forsterite plus
protoenstatite stability field. The temperature of first
appearanceof forsterite may decrease slightly with increasing cooling rate, but certainly no more than a few
degrees.There is no rounding of the olivine grains that
might indicate dissolution. The runs plotted in Figure 3
containat the most l0 or l57ocrystals,while thosecooled
to a final temperature of about 500" appear to be almost
completely crystallized. The little glassthat is left occurs
where two dendritic crystals meet. Most of the crystalli-
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Fig. 3. Time-temperature plot for programmed cooling
experimentswith the 59% Sio2composition. Note that forsterite
first appearsat an undercoolingof about 64", which is well below
the solidus temperature.
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with the 6l% SiO2(peritectic)composition.Note
experiments
that forsteritefirst appearsat an under-coolingof about 55',
whichis well belowthe solidus.
zation, then, must occur at temperaturesbelow those in
Figure 3. Tridymite, if it appears,does so at temperatures
below the lowest temperature indicated on Figure 3,
about 1420'C.
The observedcrystallizationsequencefor the 6l% SiO2
composition is the sameas that of the 59%oSiO2composition. For this composition the forsterite first appearsat an
undercoolingof about 55" (1502"C).This temperatureis
4l'below the solidus and well within the protoenstatite
plus cristobalite field. The temperatureof first crystallization does not appear to vary greatly with cooling rate in
the range investigated. The runs plotted in Figure 4
contain only a few percent crystals, and most of the
crystallization must occur at temperature below 1450'.
Tridymite, if it appears,must do so below this temperature.
Crystal morphologies
Olivine-producing runs. The morphologiesof the olivine crystalsin these experimentsare skeletal,dendritic,
and spherulitic. The spacingof the individual branchesor
fibers in the dendrites and spherulites decreases with
increasing cooling rate for the same composition and
increasingsilica content at the samecooling rate. Table 2
summarizesthe morphological variations.
For the 59% SiO2composition the morphologiesare all

skeletalor dendritic, and both occur in all samples.Each
thin section is composedoffewer than 20 crystal patches,
each of which consists of a skeletal olivine crystal surroundedby dendritic olivine that is optically continuous
with the skeleton. Figure 5a illustrates this texture. At
cooling rates of from 0.4 to 7"/min the skeletons are
relatively equant, but at 14"/min they are bladed and
similar to barred olivine chrondrules. The spacingof the
branchesin the dendritic part of the crystals varies from
about 5 pm at 0.4"/min to less than I micron (not
resolvable in thin section) at l4'imin.
For the 6lVo SiO2 and 62Vo SiO2 compositions the
crystals are skeletal with surrounding optically continuous dendrites at the slower cooling rates and feather
dendritesat the higher cooling rates. The skeletalcrystals
with dendrites are similar to those which grow in the 59Vo
SiO2composition. The feather spherulitesoccur in patches composedoffeathers that grow radially away from one
point. Each feather consists of a central shaft with fibers
growing outward at a high angle to it (see Fig. 5b). We
have called this morphology spherulitic because each
feather is not internally optically continuous, but exhibits
the sweepingextinction characteristic of spherulitic noncrystallographic branching (Keith and Padden, 1963).At
a cooling rate of 0.4'lmin the spacing between the dendrite arms is about 2 pm for the 6lVo SiO2 composition
and about I pm for the 62% SiO2composition. At higher
cooling rates it is less than I pm for both compositions.
The olivines in the 63Vo SiO2 composition have a
feather spherulitemorphology at all cooling rates. At 0.4"/
min the fiber spacing is about I pm. At higher cooling
rates it is less and not resolvable in thin section.
The olivine crystalsinthe 65.1%SiO2compositionalso
occur as feather spherulites with an arm spacing of less
than I micron. The cristobalite crystals in these runs
occur as dendritic crystals up to 1.4 mm long in the run
cooled fromT2o above the liquidus and as l0 pm equant
crystals and25 pm long dendrites in the run cooled from
20'above the liquidus. In both cases the cristobalite
crystals are surrounded by the olivine spherulites. Becausethe cristobalite dendrites enclosedby each sheafof
spherulitesseemto be oriented sub-parallelto each other
and in a diferent orientation from those in other sheaves,
it seemslikely that the forsterite and cristobalite crystallized simultaneously.
The variation in olivine morphology with cooling rate in
these experiments is similar to that seen in programmed
cooling experiments with basaltic compositions and with
diopsidecompositionmelt (Donaldson,1976;Donaldson
et al., 1975; Kirkpatrick et al., l98l). The spacing between the arms or branchesis proportional to the ratio of
the rate controlling diffusion coemcient in the melt to the
growth rate. This ratio decreaseswith increasing undercooling becausethe diffusion coefficient decreasesexponentially while the growth rate goes up, at least for small
to moderate undercoolings. From our data we cannot
determine whether the decreasein spacingwith increas-
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Table 2. Morphologies of olivine crystals for compositions on
the MgO side of the protoenstatite-cristobaliteeutectic
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experiments with the 65j% SiO2 composition cooled
from just above the liquidus (4. superheat,by our measurement)atTolminoccursas equantpatchesof dendritic
grains. At low magnification these crystals appear to be
normal complete crystals, and it is only at high magnification that the dendritic pattern can be seen. Apparently
they grew as dendrites and later filled in between the
arms. The tridymite and cristobalite occur as faceted
equantcrystalsl0 to 20 /rm across.They are poikilitically
enclosedby the pyroxene and appearto have crystallized
first. Figure 5c illustrates this texture.
The clinoenstatitein the runs with the 65.1% SiOz
composition cooled from 20oabove the liquidus at 0.4.1
min occurs as dendritic patches similar to those in the
runs cooledfrom 4'above the liquidus,while the protoenstatite in the faster runs cooled from 20o above the
liquidusoccurs as feather spherulites.The tridymite and
cristobalite in these runs occur as dendritic crystals up to
0.3 mm long and as equant crystals up to 25 /.m across
(Fig. 5d). The silica phasesare surroundedby the pyroxene and appear to have crystallized first.
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ing SiO2 content at constant cooling rate is due to
crystallization at larger undercoolingsor to a decreasein
the diffusion coefficient to growth rate ratio.
Pyroxene-producing runs. The protoenstatite in the

Discussion
Crystallization processes and nucleation
Our primary objective in this study is to determine in
the simplestpossiblesystemif and how the olivine plus
liquid reaction relationship actually takes place under
continuouscooling conditions. The results for the 59%
SiO2 composition, which is the only composition that

Fig. 5' Photomicrographsof thin sections of programmed experiments. (a) 59% SiOz, 3"/min, skeletal olivine surrounded by
opticallycontinuousdendriticolivine. Scalebar is 0.2 min. (b) 6l% SiO2,l4' min. Featherspheruliticolivine. Scalebar is 0.2 mm. (c)
65.lVoSiO2,7'lmin' Protoenstatitewith small, poikilitically enclosedgrains of a silica phase.Scalebar is 0.2 mm. (d) 65.1%SiO2, l4"l
min. Equant and dendritic cristobalite and tridymite surroundedby protoenstatite. Scale bar is 0.1 mm.
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ine) than those with more polymerized structure (pyroxshould show the reaction in equilibrium, indicate that
ene).This is exactly what is observed.
under our experimental conditions this reaction does not
take place. Instead, crystallization takes place by nucleComparison with mineralogy and texture of baation and growth of first olivine and then pyroxene.
salts
Dissolution of olivine does not occur. This crystallization
The results of these experiments offer a useful model
starts at temperatureswell below the solidus, which for
for understanding why olivine replaces or occurs with
the 59% SiO2 composition is also the temperature at
low-calcium pyroxene in the groundmass of so many
which the olivine plus liquid reaction should take place if
prevail.
that
crystallizatholeiitic basalts. It seems likely that pyroxene is as
The
reason
equilibrium were to
tion occurs in this way is that nucleation of both phases difficult to nucleate in nature as it is in our experiments.
This allows olivine to crystallize along or below its
does not occur until considerabledeviation from equilibmetastableliquidus. Low-calcium pyroxene may or may
rium is reached.
of
not nucleate.If it does, olivine, low-calcium pyroxene,
the
crystallization
The delay in nucleation and
olivine before pyroxene at large undercoolingscontinues and high-calcium pyroxene all occur in the groundmass.
If it does not, olivine and high-calciumpyroxene occur.
to more silica-rich compositions,which have pyroxene on
Both situations are observed in Hawaiian-Emperor chain
the liquidus. For these compositionscrystallization starts
(Kirkpatrick et al., 1980).Low-calcium pyroxene
also
below
but
basalts
temperature
the
solidus
out not only below
is extremely rare in mid-oceanridge basalts(Kirkpatrick,
the metastableextensionof the olivine liquidus.
The reason for this behavior seemsto be that nucle- 1979).
There are many limitations,besidesbulk composition,
ation in these experiments is dominated by transient
(Kastheory
on
even the qualitative application of our experimental
nucleation
behavior. According to classical
results to natural situations. One of these is that many
chiev. 1969)if a melt is cooled from above to below its
tholeiitic basalts are erupted with faceted olivine phenoliquidus, it takes a finite length of time for the small,
crystal-like clusters of atoms that exist in the melt above crysts, which indicate that olivine is already crystallizing
the liquidus to grow to the size of the critical nucleus. and that there are already many olivine-like clusters with
This critical size decreaseswith increasingundercooling. sizes near that of the critical nucleus. In this case the
Under conditionsof continuouscooling crystal-likeclus- groundmassolivine might begin crystallizing at smaller
undercoolings than if the lava were significantly superters are growing as time proceeds and temperature falls.
Simultaneouslythe size of the critical nucleus is decreas- heated.If there are no phenocrystsof low-calcium pyroxene, the lava is likely to be superheatedwith respect to
ing. Nucleation occurs at the time and temperaturewhen
this phase, and nucleation would be dominated by tranthe size of the largest cluster becomes the same as the
growth
clusters
sient effects,as it is in the experiments.
of sub-critical
critical size. Becausethe
It should be pointed out, however, that if the cooling
involves random attachment and detachmentof atoms or
molecular groups, the temperature at which nucleation rate is fast enough,olivine nucleationcan be suppressed
even if faceted olivine phenocrysts are present. This
occurs is not necessarily exactly the same for diferent
exactly
rate
under
occurs in glassy chill margin of many submarine and
experiments run at the same cooling
subaeriallava flows, where no post-eruption crystals are
the sameconditions.
present.
This metastablenucleation of olivine appears to be in
Whether olivine can occur metastably instead of lowagreementwith a theory of transient nucleationin silicate
pre(1983).
pyroxene in plutonic rocks is not known, alThis
theory
calcium
by
Kirkpatrick
melts developed
though Walker et al. (1979) have shown how magma
dicts that if two crystalline phasesare stable relative to
mixing can produce significant undercoolings even in
the melt, the less polymerized one will nucleate first if
are
slowly cooled bodies.
structural units at least as depolymerized as itself
Another important differencebetween our experiments
available in the melt. This seems to be true for all
and nature is the mode of nucleation. In the experiments
compositionsused here.
The 65.lVoSiO2composition,which is the most silica- nucleation is probably occurring heterogeneously,quite
possibly on the walls of the platinum capsules,although
rich composition we could investigate and which nuabove
72'
this is difrcult to prove. In nature nucleation probably
when
from
cooled
metastabily
cleates olivine
the liquidus, has a non-bridging oxygen to tetrahedral also occurs heterogeneously(Kirkpatrick, 1979)but on
cation ratio of about 1.6 (Mysen et al., 1980).For this silicate material (either phenocrysts or groundmasscrysratio Mysen et al. predict that the melt structure should tals, reincorporated chilled cmst, or other incorporated
consistof silica monomers,chains, and sheet-likeunits. solid material). How significant this limitation is on the
All the less silica-rich compositions should also contain usefulnessof the experimental data is difficult to detersilica monomer units. According to this theory of tran- mine. The lack of low-calcium pyroxene and the occursient nucleation the presence of silica monomers in the rence of olivine in so many tholeiitic basalts,however,
would seem to indicate that our results are applicable'
melt should allow more rapid transient nucleation of
Additional support for the model comes from the
crystals with an isolated tetrahedra structure (i.e., oliv-
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morphologies of the olivine crystals in the experiments
and in lava flows. Skeletal olivine crystals surrounded by
optically continuous dendritic olivine that grew from the
skeleton are common in both the experiments and the
margins of mid-ocean ridge pillow basalt flows (Kirkpatrick, 1979). This change in morphology as the crystal
grows implies a continual increase in the undercooling as
crystallization proceeds. The dendritic morphology implies tens to perhaps a few hundred degrees undercooling
and no dissolution of the olivine. Feather spherulites of
olivine similar to those in our experiments are also
common in many submarine pillow basalts (Bryan, 1972).
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